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Earlier this week, school had a test run of its lockdown procedures. That any school should have to consider this 

is very sad: schools should be safe havens for pupils and staff. However, news events remind us that schools are 

often the targets of deranged individuals. Thankfully, these instances are extremely rare in the UK but 

nevertheless we do need to ensure processes are robust. We do have a specific alarm to distinguish it from the 

normal fire alarm, because the responses are quite different. We continue to follow government advice and 

during any event we would be guided by emergency services. For you as parents, the key elements are: 

Parents will be informed of lockdown and its nature by email and text as soon as we are advised to do so by the 

emergency services. It is important that parents do not try to contact school, in order to keep all our lines of 

communication free. It is perfectly understandable of your desire to do this, and indeed to try to come on school 

to check on your child. However, by its nature, no visitors will be allowed on site and efforts to prevent this may 

put staff in danger. The guidance also indicates that persons involved may expect a significant duration, maybe 

of hours, before the matter is resolved. Once the all-clear is given, we take a rollcall to ensure everybody is 

accounted for. It is likely the emergency services will at that point release children to the care of their parents. 

After the results of the test-runs have been considered, we will repeat these instructions, which will also be 

available on the website. 

A reminder:  

Friday 8th July is GONG GREEN Day – please contribute £3 via Parentmail (PMX) to entitle: non-uniform (with 

green if possible), Cest Fest wristband for entry to Cest Fest, raffle ticket for prize draw for Apple iPad. 

Saturday 9th July 12-3pm = CEST FEST – fun, food and fundraising 

The long range weather forecast looks to be very 

promising indeed! 

HEAD’S MESSAGE 
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7EKL  l.klutz@northcestrian.co.uk 

7JDE j.dennison@northcestrian.co.uk 

7SFE s.few@northcestrian.co.uk 

7MSA m.saker-clark@northcestrian.co.uk 

7CRY c.ryland@northcestrian.co.uk 

 

8DVA n.lawson@northcestrian.co.uk 

8SMI s.mills@northcestrian.co.uk 

8HVA h.vaughan@northcestrian.co.uk 

8JRI j.ritchie@northcestrian.co.uk 

8MWO  m.worswick@northcestrian.co.uk 

 

9ASI a.singh@northcestrian.co.uk 

9GHA j.janiak@northcestrian.co.uk 

9SPU s.pullen@northcestrian.co.uk 

9ACL a.cliffe@northcestrian.co.uk 

9FHE f.henes@northcestrian.co.uk 

 

10JSC j.scott@northcestrian.co.uk 

10AWI a.wilson@northcestrian.co.uk 

10TWI t.wilson@northcestrian.co.uk 

10SWI s.wilson@northcestrian.co.uk 

10JBA  j.badman@northcestrian.co.uk 

 

11ACO  a.collins@northcestrian.co.uk 

11DWI d.williamson@northcestrian.co.uk 

11VJE v.jesudason@northcestrian.co.uk 

11VCA v.isherwood@northcestrian.co.uk 

11MBR   m.bracewell@northcestrian.co.uk 

FORM TUTOR CONTACTS: 

If you are on twitter and have not yet 

followed the school page please do. 

@CestrianNorth 
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Did you know? 

If you have any concerns or queries 

regarding your son or daughter, the 

FIRST PORT OF CALL should 

be their Form Tutor. 

Useful email addresses: 

To report your child absent: 

absence@northcestrian.co.uk 

To request time off during term time: 

absence@northcestrian.co.uk 

For general enquiries: 

office@northcestrian.co.uk 

INSET DAY—NON PUPIL DAY 

 

WEDNESDAY 22 JUNE 
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Glan Llyn Trip YEAR 7 & 8!! 

 Wednesday 14th – Friday 16th December 2022 

Your child is invited on a residential trip to Glan Llyn, Bala, North Wales.  The aim of the trip will be to expose 
students to a number of activities in an outdoor and adventurous environment.   

See Parentmail (PMX) for full details and costings. 

100 places!! First come first served!!   

Please contact Mrs Williams in the School Office if you have any questions. 
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Your school reports and Arbor Portal present the evidence                                                                                                            

of your character development. (click ‘Statistics’, click ‘Character Points’ and 

expand the menu.)  Let’s encourage further investment in youngster’s 

discovery, development and plans for a rich and fulfilling life.  

Pupils are guided in 8 character traits of NCS’s character education programme. In 

lessons and beyond school, pupils have opportunities to pursue their new discoveries 

and are assisted to own the next steps in the development. It is essential that we 

build character to enable success in applications, interviews and life. Character makes 

the difference beyond the grades and qualifications. Pupils who show genuine, 

sustained, and significant character development will receive an investment from the 

school to take their experiences further. 

Lauren B, Emily H, Olivia S and Mya J of Y10 had the highest rounded character points in 

term 2. For their prize they decided to pursue their passion and resourcefulness through 

the Food GCSE. They choose to visit Yara (local restaurant) to interview industry 

professionals about British and International cuisines, tasted the delights of Lebanese 

food, organised themselves a tour of the kitchen, and asked self-devised questionnaire 

to the manager. This mix of business and pleasure is a great example of how our pupils 

choose to celebrate and take the opportunity to extend their experience to develop 

their character. 

Click poster for a full guide! 

Elise T Y9, also had the most evidence for rounded character. She has invested her 

prize most resourcefully in a comprehensive set of tools to help her revision. Elise was 

also awarded for Cultural Capital Experiences this week by reflecting on the Duke of 

Edinburgh and Debate Club.  

Click below for this week’s 

Character Development 

Opportunities. Read the adverts. 

Inspired? Follow ‘What to do Next’ 

and email Mr. Bell. 

Character nominations from parents, family + friends!    

Sienna E Y7, from friends, passionate and purposeful: has decided to apply to several local 

Veterinary Surgeries to see if she can secure summer work experience!                                                                                                                             

Harley B Y7 (pictured), from family,  passionate and purposeful: has won 

the ‘Young Aces Trophy in his local football under 12 league! 

Platinum Rewards - Art and Technology 

GOING GREEN FOR THE DAY - Friday July 8th themed non-uniform day.                 

  Wear lots of green and remember to bring some 50p pieces!                                                                                                

Pupils had an assembly guiding the ‘Letter from My Grandchild’ creative writing competition 

and guidance on how to apply for a place in the 11 remaining at the Sustainable Food Workshop 

led by an industry expert. 

Only those who are already (or want to develop their) passionate, purposeful and responsible 

character traits should apply! 

Have you got an example of a pupil 

building their genuine, significant 

and sustained character?                        

Click to nominate a pupil.           
Let’s invest in character 

development together! 

Olivia S Y10: always showing a committed and hardworking approach to her 

studies.  Consistently produced creative artwork using a range of materials. 

Hala A Y9: producing an excellent low relief cardboard portrait.  Hard work and thought has made a real quality of class work. 

https://northcestrian.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/SLT/EdNFAt1rsqpGvRMZv0WXRKkBIYs6S5l1pHaUWdMKjB5E3g?e=NZMPX5
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=BMpVtRm7BkGSpgMFydIHTQXATWouq4hJi0G5-4C8dedUQ0EyOVVYMFRLUjhEV0o5SldCUTVKODQ5Ny4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=BMpVtRm7BkGSpgMFydIHTQXATWouq4hJi0G5-4C8dedUQ0EyOVVYMFRLUjhEV0o5SldCUTVKODQ5Ny4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=BMpVtRm7BkGSpgMFydIHTQXATWouq4hJi0G5-4C8dedUQ0EyOVVYMFRLUjhEV0o5SldCUTVKODQ5Ny4u
https://northcestrian-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/m_bell_northcestrian_co_uk/EdErgj7W0-lAiA3z9b_YQN4ByCc_NHCAUdItVzxyMbfybQ?e=ttZdh6


Art Business 

 

 

    

Citizenship 

 

Computer Science    Creative IMedia 

 

English Pupil’s Brick Idea Engineering Food  

Headmaster 

 

 
 

 

 

History Literature 

 

 

 

 

Maths Media Studies 

 MFL Music  Performing Arts 

 

 

 

 

Psychology   Religious Studies  

Science Science Statistics Sports 

 

 

 

Experiences! 

Geography 

  

Cultural Capital opportunities will support sophisticated learning, broaden horizons and hook interests on the way to 

plotting and living your own rich and fulfilling life.  Cultural Capital is the 

essential knowledge that we need to be educated citizens, it is the best that has been 

thought and said, and helps to engender an appreciation of human creativity and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

CULTURAL CAPITAL 

Half Term 5 League 

 

Should artists focus more on ‘                  

the planet’? 

Do you know how credit     

cards work? Mario: is he a real game changer? 

What small thing could you be 

'famous' for?  Write a poem in 

response.  How do you reduce food waste? 

Will drone technology make 

schools safer? 

What is food insecurity? 
Are there use species on our planet?               

Click for the task sheet 

Should USA citizens be allowed           

guns? What is the legal right? Does           

it still apply? Should it? 

Tournaments need math skills 

to schedule. Read, comment. 

design your own schedule. 

Should we give up reading the           

news? 

Click the image for your task sheet 

Cinemanities Club: 

Wednesday 8am—U10 

SignUp Sheet                            

HIDDEN FIGURES 

Ludovico Einaudi Does a regional accent matter in       

Shakespeare?  

Listening to Podcast, blind-fold  

your family!  Send photos 

+comments on How does our brain 

influence our sense of taste? 

What do you think is the purpose 

of     pilgrimage?  Does a journey 

have to be religious to    be a  

pilgrimage? 

Click for research        

resource from science in 

1952 Simpson's Paradox.  Can you explain this 

weird covid 19 data from Italy and                           

China?  

Which are the best world records and 

why? 

Pick an experience and evidence 

the  Cultural capital  

Summer Reading Challenge 

https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/ntathome
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/may/30/mona-lisa-smeared-cake-suspected-climate-protester?utm_term=629a21f3a1d89b2d53a6134b42c83b8e&utm_campaign=ArtWeekly&utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&CMP=artweekly_email
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-61719592
https://www.northcestrian.co.uk/media/96880/ncs-pupil-book-reviewsmay.pdf
https://www.fandom.com/articles/super-mario-bros-35-changed-gaming-nintendo
https://www.fandom.com/articles/super-mario-bros-35-changed-gaming-nintendo
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/47993/famous
https://www.futureoffood.ox.ac.uk/reducing-food-loss-and-waste
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/drone-taser-axon-stun-guns-drones-stop-school-shootings-rcna31723
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0J2VELZ4RU
https://www.northcestrian.co.uk/media/96902/geography-cultural-capital-june-july-2022.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TGcU0lmINk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RK8xHq6dfAo
https://www.northcestrian.co.uk/media/96899/2022-summer-reading-challenge.pdf
https://nrich.maths.org/1443
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2013/apr/12/news-is-bad-rolf-dobelli
https://www.northcestrian.co.uk/media/96900/routes-into-languages.pdf
https://www.northcestrian.co.uk/media/96901/einaudi-presentation.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-york-north-yorkshire-60912374?fbclid=IwAR27_N-UOFhPU-ChbIY_edXj_nodYRzcwkf5RRTBDXqXkT34gnhWv7u3zkg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p0bgt04k
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0bxcvp6
https://www.northcestrian.co.uk/media/96882/science-cult-cap-summer-2022.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-Ci3FosqZs
https://www.worldathletics.org/records/by-category/world-records
https://northcestrian-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/m_bell_northcestrian_co_uk/EfrxsC1ebAxEkCwiiiMfkIgBNqezM8x11oef78OhUUGlLA?e=vWfQx0
https://www.northcestrian.co.uk/media/96882/science-cult-cap-summer-2022.pdf
https://www.northcestrian.co.uk/media/96882/science-cult-cap-summer-2022.pdf
https://www.northcestrian.co.uk/media/96882/science-cult-cap-summer-2022.pdf
https://www.highspeedtraining.co.uk/hub/why-is-reading-important-for-children/


Thinking about Thinking! 

Research suggests that the more cognitive effort students 

expend on tasks, the more likely it is that their learning will 

improve. Factors such as whether they are motivated to learn 

or whether they find a particular task challenging can increase 

the amount of cognitive effort students are willing to invest into 

their learning.  

Thinking harder about the learning material can help students 

optimise their learning and retain more information. 

Techniques such as retrieval practice, spacing, interleaving, 

elaborative interrogation, the Production Effect, and the 

Protégé Effect may offer good guidelines on how best to do so.  

Let’s ‘Thunk’ about it ! 

The Book of Thunks by Ian Gilbert is one of my favourite books.  Even as a child, I preferred books that taught me 

something rather than told me a ‘good story’, maybe that’s why I am a scientist and have stayed in Education all 

my life – I’m still engrossed and fascinated by learning. 

Thunks are designed to shake up the templates and routine operations in your brain – they make you think and 

challenge your belief systems, you have to come out of your comfort zone.  This is learning.  Learning only 

takes place if we venture beyond what we know and re-programme or extend our prior knowledge. 

Is a horse a 

vehicle? 

If you are easily 

pleased, will you 

always get what you 

want? 

Can you get lost 

if you don’t 

know where you 

are going? 

Are you sure that 

your pets don’t 

talk about you 

when you leave 

the house? 

Is the future 

closer than 

it was 

yesterday? 
KS3 End of year reports  

Reports will be coming home in the last week of term via Arbor. 

Participation, Attitude, Use of Feedback, Quality of Work, Growth 

Mindset and  

 Role Model 

 Positive 

 Developing 

 Hampering Progress 

 Progress in relation to expected end of year performance  

1. Exceeding expectation for this year 

2. Meeting expectation for this year 

3. Not yet meeting expectation for this year  

4. At risk of not meeting expected grades 

When you read a 

book, are the 

thoughts in your 

head yours (as 

opposed to the 

author’s? 

Is the £10 yours before you 

take it out of the cash 

point? 

https://www.psychologicabelgica.com/articles/10.5334/pb.aw/


Year 9 Science 

Pupils in year are studying units of work which link to the content of the GCSE Science courses. 

Exams for GCSE Sciences include questions on a set of “required practicals” that all pupils are required to complete.  

In biology one of these practicals is preparing and viewing a microscope slide.  

The slide below was produced by Chapman W. and Omar E. and is of cells from an onion viewed at 400x magnification. You can see 

the nucleus, cell membrane and cell wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This slide was produced by Jasmine H. and Madeline L. and is viewed at 100x magnification: 

Gardening Group, Gold Monday’s 3.30-4.15pm, (outside the Science Building). 

The pupils in gardening group have made a start with introducing more greenery to the school grounds. The 

pupils have potatoes, peas and broad beans growing in pots and bags outside the Science Department, along 

with flowers in containers. Plans are in place to expand the gardening project into more areas. Why not join us 

outside the science department on Gold Mondays, 3.30-4.15pm. Well done to Abdulaziz A. for keeping everything well-

watered in this hot weather. 

*Star learners* Miss Scott Year 7: Gavin L. Year 8: Callum McG. Year 9: Pearle F. Alex C. 

Miss Taylor Year 7: Maria A. Year 8: Praise O. Hilda P. Year 9: Keshavi N. Year 10: Sathik A. 

Mrs Janiak Year 8 Leon W. Year 9: Martha C. Henry B. Year 10: Anfaal E. Alishba S. 

Mr Wilson Year 7: Zakir A. Year 8: Goran A. Year 9: Ruya A Year 10 Sophia D. Karamjit S. 

Mr Singh Year 7: Theo H. Caleb N. Year 8: Dasha L. Year 9: Belle P. Mina AT. Year 10: Anna W. 

Dr Rodger Year 9: Hala A. Abdullah M. Year 10: Hana F. Isha G. Ben M. 

Dr Saker-Clark Year 7: Sophie P, Harnek R, Y8: Tom P, Y9: Chloe E, Y10: Libby C 



 

Skills acquired by taking part in Cultural Capital tasks are: 

Communication, Motivational, Independence and Social Skills to help 
for future lives. 

This activity pupils independently spoke with industry professionals, 
about British and International cuisines and tasted the delights of 
Lebanese food and also organised themselves a tour round 
the restaurant and the back of house kitchen of Yara 
Restaurant in Altrincham. They also devised a 
questionnaire themselves to ask industry specific questions 
to the manager on duty. 



Y10 College Visit 

Last week the Year 10 group visited Trafford College to do several taster sessions of courses they are interested in taking after GCSE.   We 
had 121 students visit the Timperley Campus on Monday and the remaining 13 visited the Stretford Campus on Tuesday. 

The students actively engaged with the sessions and enjoyed spending some time in a college setting to get a feel for what it is like in ad-
vance of considering their next step next year. 

The behaviour of the students throughout was impeccable and the college fed back how impressed they were.   Some quotes from teachers 
running the session included: 

The 12 learners I had for Hair and Beauty were very well behaved and polite. They did the tasks set well and seemed to enjoy themselves. 

Regards 

Julie Vincent- Hair and Beauty  

Well behaved in my session making castle keep 

Quick to learn new techniques and asked for help when they needed it  

Well done 

David Maxwell- Creative Arts  

I just wanted to say that the students were well behaved, polite and engaged with the tasks set. They were model students, of which the 
school should be proud. Personally, I enjoyed teaching them and wish them all the best for their future ventures.  

Paula Adams- Creative Arts  

The business and law group were very well behaved and interacted with the questions in a competent manner. They were all polite and 
attentive.  

There were a couple of outstanding "potential lawyers"; Patrick and Peter (sorry-don't know surnames) They answered questions on murder 
and manslaughter. 

Alex Speed- Applied Law  

It was lovely to meet the young people from North Cestrian. They were very interested in what we had to offer and it was great to see they 
are being so thoughtful about their career options in the future. The learners all enjoyed doing the practical that was set out and we hope 
they learnt something along the way that will help them with their studies.  

Sandra Badcock- Lecturer in Applied Science and Computing 

Good polite and keen future learners. All were interested and a credit to their school and teachers. 

Ian Henderson- Plumbing lecturer 

The next step for these learners is to do further research over the summer holidays about what they are interested in next.   During Year 11 
they will all have at least 1 one to one session with Mr Gallamore as well as a detailed careers program to give all the tools required to make 
the perfect choice beyond NCS. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Year 9 Army STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths) sessions. 

On Wednesday we welcomed 2 members of the Army STEM team to deliver group sessions to 120 of the year group bringing STEM to life 
and allowing them to have a go at cracking a potential cyber threat to the Army HQ using a mixture of skills learnt in their academic subjects. 

The students were fantastic in engaging with the officers and completing the task set within the time set.   Most groups managed to solve 
the task and identify the hacker who was planning the attack.  
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